2000 ford f250 manual transmission

Dan Ferrell writes about do-it-yourself car maintenance and repair. He has certifications in
automation and control technology. Manual transmissions can develop problems after miles of
service. Photo courtesy of MeMike on Wikipedia. Manual transmission problems can develop
due to high mileage, abuse, or lack of proper maintenance. But they are rather rare. Most
manual transmission issues originate not with the transmission itself, but from related
components like the clutch assembly, linkage, or driveline: the components that transmit
turning power from the transmission to the wheels. Also, as we discuss below, symptoms that
seem to be coming from the transmission can come from unrelated parts of the car. The key to
diagnosing your manual transmission problem is to gather detailed information about the
particular problem. For example, does the problem appear in only one of the gears, only at a
certain speed, only when turning, only when downshifting, or after having serviced the clutch or
another transmission component? Can you feel a vibration? Can you hear a clunking or
grinding noise? Here are some symptoms that can indicate a worn-out transmission, each one
of which we discuss below. This guide will get you started on identifying the source of these
problems. You'll need to investigate further and remember that manual transmission
configurations can change from one model to the next. Remember that this guide only deals
with symptoms coming from the manual transmission or transaxle itself. Some symptoms that
may appear to originate in the transmission actually come from the clutch or another system ,
and vice versa. To get a more accurate diagnosis, take a look at the Bad Clutch Symptoms
guide as well. Your noise may not be coming from the transmission; a bad CV joint can produce
noises when you accelerate or make a turn. Photo courtesy of Nutzdatenbegleiter on Wikimedia.
The most common cause of a noisy transmission is insufficient oil, causing the gears or
internal assembly to hum or whir. If a noisy transmission does have enough oil, the lubricant
may be contaminated with metal shavings or particles. Insufficient or contaminated oil may
cause the transmission to become noisy in some or all of the gears. But if you hear noises in a
specific gear, that gear's teeth or synchronizer may be worn or damaged. Sources inside the
transmission that can cause noise:. Some noises that seem to come from the transmission are
actually coming from an outside though possibly related source. For example, if you hear a
thumping noise when you accelerate or decelerate, check first for these problems before you
blame the transmission:. Noises that manifest when turning could point to a problem with the
CV joint. Knocking noises when driving at low speeds could come from the differential case or
the CV joint. However, a worn bearing can also produce a knocking or thumping noise. This
three-step test is simple and can reveal problems with one or more transmission bearings.
Photo in the Public Domain. Problems with the transmission can also be revealed through a
grinding noise. A grinding noise may come from clashing gears. The clashing may happen
because of worn or damaged gears, linkage problems due to wear or need of adjustment. Other
potential sources could be a worn or damaged synchronizer, shift fork, or rail and bearing
shafts. If you can hear the gears clashing only when downshifting, the problem may come from
the synchronizer too much play at the output shaft end. However, a grinding noise may also
come from a dragging clutch. Shift linkage problems can cause your transmission to jump out
of gear. Photo courtesy of Bobo is soft on Wikimedia. This seems to be a common problem on
worn-out transmissions. You shift into gear, and the transmission jumps out of gear. Once
again, there could be other several causes for this problem, besides a worn-out transmission:.
Note: When the transmission only jumps out of a high gear, check the clutch housing bolts for
tightness, or the transmission for misalignment. A worn out shift fork can make it hard to shift
gears. Photo courtesy of OSX on Wikimeida. This problem happens when you find it hard to
move the shift lever from one gear to another. Usually, this points to a problem with a loose
linkage, worn shift cables or worn bearings. Pay attention to this: If you find it hard to change
gears even with the engine not running, take a look at the linkage. If hard shifting only occurs
when engine is running, check the clutch. If the transmission has been moved recently, check
for misalignment. Also, depending on your particular model, check the clutch hydraulic system
and make sure it has no air. Check clutch adjustment as well. Check the linkage. You may need
to raise the vehicle and safely support it on jack stands or remove a component in order to
make the inspection, depending on your vehicle model. You may need to remove a shift lever
boot. Get the help of an assistant to operate the linkage while you inspect the linkage, if
necessary. Look for problems like binding, poor lubrication, misaligned components. To
remove components for inspection, consult your vehicle repair manual. Haynes is a good
aftermarket manual: get the manual for your exact model. Other causes for a hard-to-shift
manual transmission include:. When you have trouble getting the transmission into gear,
inspect the shift linkage for adjustment, looseness or damage. However, remember that failure
to get into gear can also be caused by the clutch, if the clutch isn't fully releasing or has other
problems. The clutch might need adjustment. Check my article on bad clutches. Also, consult

your vehicle repair manual. Inspect gaskets, seals, or loose bolts when looking for oil leaks. To
verify that a leak exists, first, check the transmission case and oil level. If it leaks after you just
replaced the oil, you may have put too much. Consult your vehicle repair manual. Locate the
source of the leak. Inspect the transmission oil seal and the O-ring in the vehicle speed sensor.
Consult your vehicle repair manual for the proper procedure to replace seals, bearings, or
gaskets. Some of these repairs don't require much work, and you may be able to do the job in
your own garage with a few common tools. Knowing about common manual transmission
problems can help you diagnose your problems sooner, and possibly save money. This guide
helps you identify and explore those common and not-so-common areas. Still, manual
transmissions vary between models, so once you have an idea of the possible problem with
your transmission, consult your model's vehicle repair manual to troubleshoot that particular
issue. You may be able, in some cases, to do the repair yourself. Also, keep in mind that it's not
uncommon for some transmissions to suffer from design issues, like those in some Mazda3,
Mazda6, and CX-5 models with hard to shift or jumping out of gear problems. If necessary,
check online for possible recalls or technical service bulletins TBS for your specific model or
call your local dealer. Question: What should I do? After reversing, the shift lever easily gets
into 1st gear position, but the car won't go forward, seems stuck in reverse. If after reverse put
it in neutral and release the clutch, a clanging noise is heard, which can be felt in the clutch
pedal, then shifts into 1st and go forward with no problem. Went to an authorized Audi repair
shop, they replaced the clutch disk, plate and bearing but the problem remains. Now they say
it's the flywheel and needs to be replaced. Answer: Seems like the throw out bearing is not
engaging properly. But this needs to be diagnosed properly. Question: My Nissan Frontier has a
hard time shifting from 2nd up into 3rd, down to 3rd from 4th is fine. It will sometimes grind a
small bit. Do you know what might be causing this? Answer: There could be a problem with a
worn out hub gear for the third gear. This usually makes it hard to shift. Question: I have a
Toyota Corolla manual transmission. When I downshift from gear 2 to 1, a sort of flapping
sound came up but stops when on neutral or not noticeable in gear 1. What could be the
problem? Answer: Check first for loose parts or components near the transmission, like loose
exhaust hangers or transmission mounts. These are the usual sources. They may be there at
higher gears but the sound might be muffled. Answer: Usually low fluid levels can cause
mechanical parts inside to seize. Also, check for a possible misadjustment or damage to the
gearshift lever linkage. Other internal mechanical damage may also cause this problem. Hope
this helps. What can be done to remove the oil? Answer: People try different methods to clean
oil-soaked clutches with different degree of success. It all depends on how much oil there is.
With very little oil contamination, you may try brake cleaner, WD40, even carburetor cleaner.
The small spots here and there may burn eventually. The best way is to replace it. Question: I
have a Toyota Celica. I installed a new clutch bearing but the sound didn't go away. It's still
making a grinding sound in 1, 2, and 3 gears. And the oil had metal shavings in it. What's
wrong? Answer: There could be worn out blocker rings and synchronizers. If the metal
shavings are gold colored, they may come from the blocker rings. Check out this other post:.
Question: I'm having issues with my Audi manual gear shifting. The shifting gets harder when
the car is warm. I have noticed that the shifting gets normal when the car is switched off, BTW.
There are no weird sounds from the gearbox. Do you have any idea what can be wrong here?
Answer: Sometimes this is due to bad, contaminated fluid. A fluid flush may help. But you need
to have the problem properly diagnosed. Question: My Mitsubishi Lancer pops out of first gear
half the time and grinds when downshifting to 2nd, what could be the problem? Answer:
Probably the gearshift mechanism is faulty. Usually, this is caused by worn or damaged detent
plugs or springs failing to keep the gear locked in place. Other problems that can cause the
gear to slip: faulty shift forks or rail; a worn clutch shaft or roller bearing; worn pilot bushing;
bad synchronizer assembly. Question: I have a 06 Scion. In first and second gear only you can
literally feel the entire gear shift pull forward when accelerating. In second gear, it pulls so hard
it drops to gear shift back into neutral. If I try to hold the gear shift in second, it grinds. Third,
fourth and fifth are all fine. Do I need a new transmission? Answer: There could be a number of
things. Gearshift, shift fork or rail problems, clutch shaft or synchronizer assembly damage.
Question: My 98 Neon grinds when shifting into 1st and 2nd. It just feels not smooth when
shifting. Is this the CV joint? Or is it a transmission problem? Answer: Usually CV joints will feel
rough, produce a humming or growling noise when dry, and usually, the bearings will be worn.
But make sure your gearbox has enough oil. Question: My car has no gears. It began not going
into 2nd. Then all bottom gears, 2nd, 4th and 6th; then all gears. Now the shifter just turns freely
in circles. The shifter should be properly connected to it. Other possibility is an internal
mechanical problem in the transmission. It's a 98 VW Jetta. I am currently replacing the clutch
but am wondering if the transmission or outer parts need to be replaced? Answer: This could be

a problem with the syncro, reverse idler bushings, or reverse idler gear. Sometimes, if this
happens when shifting from Neutral to reverse, the problem is little clutch pedal free travel, or a
sticking input shaft pilot bearing. Question: I just had new bushings put on the 5-speed shift
lever in my Chevy 4x4. Now, when I pull the stick to the left to put it in 1st gear, there is a
strange noise. Almost like synchros. You can feel it on the stick when you hold it to the left. Any
ideas what happened? Question: So when I let off of the gas of my car but still in gear at
highway speeds 50 mph plus there's a thumping and bumping noise. I can feel it very slightly!
My question is, what would cause this? I have no other issues with shifting. I just noticed it
happening today. Answer: Usually, this type of noise comes from a worn universal joint; but
other related issues that may cause noises during deceleration or even acceleration - axle
bearings, or a worn transmission extension housing bushing. Question: My 69' VW Beetle
makes a grinding noise when trying to shift into 2nd gear. If I shift into 1st with the clutch
pressed and then try 2nd again, it will go into it fine. Do you have any ideas as to what might the
problem be? Answer: Check the clutch linkage, there could be some binding. Another
possibility is low oil or synchro worn. Question: I have a 97 LS Integra with miles on it. It makes
a grinding noise at roughly rpm, rpm, and rpm in all gears, as well as in neutral. Any ideas of
what it can be? Answer: There are several reasons for this: first make sure there's enough
lubricant; worn bearings, gears or synchronizer can also cause this. Question: Sometimes when
I shift my f, it feels like it goes in gear, but the check engine light comes on, and there is no
throttle response or grinding when I let out the clutch. I try to go into different gears, and this
usually works. It was doing it a little bit, and I changed the clutch. It worked great for a moment,
then started doing the shift thing again and feels like it is getting worse. There is new fluid in the
transmission and filled until it came out the side. Could it be a bad slave cylinder? Answer: It's
hard to say without a diagnostic, but check the shift linkage for adjustment. Before you do that,
though, make sure to download the trouble codes from the computer memory. They can point
you in the right direction if there is any store in there. Question: I have a ford focus ZX3
hatchback 5-speed hydraulic clutch, replaced the clutch, plate and slave cylinder. Now while in
neutral it first makes a high pitched squeaking noise, but quickly turns into a grinding noise.
The sounds go away when the clutch is pressed and while in gear. I have bled the system. I then
pumped the clutch for an hour per my mechanic's direction. Could my car's problem be the
input shaft bearing or something else, like not being inline? It's hard to shift out of reverse as
well. Answer: Yes, it's possible the input shaft bearing rear or front are worn or damaged.
Question: I have a '96 Mustang V6 standard transmission. Why is it when I put it in reverse it's
hard, and when backing up there is a popping sound and also hard to take out of reverse?
Answer: Sometimes, bad engine mounts may cause this type of problems. The engine seems to
lose alignment with the transmission when engaging reverse. Question: I think my manual
transmission has a stuck shift rail. What are some things I can try to fix it? The car is in neutral,
but the shift looks like it's just about in first but not quite. The shifter is also pretty stuck on
there. Answer: You might want to check the gearshift linkages and check for some binding in
the mechanism outside the transmission. Follow the gearshift level mechanism to the shifter
assembly or rods, and see if anything is interfering with movement. Question: My Toyota
Corolla will reverse with no problem or noise. I can shift it into first with no problem. However,
when driving in first it shakes and grinds terribly. I have only crept along with in going 5mph to
see if it would go forward; it does. Could this be the gearbox? Question: My manual Toyota
Yaris makes a grinding and scraping noise when I let off the accelerator while it's still in gear
disappears when I engage clutch or accelerate. What could this be? Answer: There could be a
problem with the clutch release bearing. They sound like this when they start going bad. I am
having trouble getting the car into 1st gear and reverse. If the car is turned off it will go into 1st
gear or reverse no problem. Once I am driving the others gears seem to work fine with an
occasional slight difficulty getting into other gears. I do not have any leaks or noises. Do you
think I just need to change the transmission fluid? Answer: Check the engine and transmission
motor mounts. They could be cracked or worn. Question: Is the transmission blown if it acts like
it's in Neutral even when it's in gear? Answer: Not necessarily. Probably the clutch is not
engaging. The clutch may be worn out, clutch in need of adjustment. Question: What would
cause my Trans Am not to go into first with the car on or off? All other gears work. Answer: The
problem could be a detent plunger worn or broken spring or a loose plug not able to hold the
detent pin or spring. This is just an idea. You need a better diagnostic before disassembling.
Question: I have a Cobalt Sport. The shifter is loose and can rotate degrees. So I completely
skip that gear and go from 3rd to 5th gear. Answer: Most likely the shifter is either worn or
damaged, that would prevent going into 4th. Question: I have a Chevy Sonic with a manual
transmission. It makes a knocking noise in all 5 gears that gets faster with speed. The noise
disappears when the clutch is pressed, or when in neutral. What would cause this? Answer:

This kind of rhythmic, knocking sound usually happens in a component with a chipped or
broken teeth. This may be a gear, input or intermediate shaft gears or similar part. But you need
a good diagnostic, because something like this requires disassembly if a shop suspects this is
what's going on. Question: I have a Toyota Corolla that is making a whining noise in all gears
and sometimes a clanking sound. Does this sound like it could be a problem with the clutch?
Answer: Seems like a worn clutch or flywheel; possibly a problem with the pilot bushing being
worn as well. Question: I have a VW T25 diesel 4 speed. It started grinding into 3rd and 4th
recently and can be hard to get into first. And pops out of 2nd. So not a good start was fine
before an engine replacement. I was driving on a trip, and it dropped from 4th to 2nd without
touching the stick. Now I've only got reverse, 1st, and 3rd, and I'm pretty sure 2nd is 4th!
Grinding when the clutch is engaged too. Any ideas? I've restored the linkage but no good.
Answer: It seems like an internal problem, probably a damaged gear. You may need to bring the
car to a transmission shop for a proper diagnosis. Question: I have a Dodge with 3-speed
manual gearbox floor shift. I can change up through the gears, but when I want to change down
from 3rd top to second, I cannot get it out of top gear. The lever is stuck. Clutch works ok. Do
you have any advice? Answer: Make sure the shift linkage is not stuck, worn or damage.
Otherwise, an internal mechanical problem seems to be the issue. Question: I heard a little bang
when in gear, then I was out of gear, and although the clutch was able to put the tranny into
each gear, the transmission would keep acting as if I was in neutral. Is this a clutch or
transmission output shaft problem? Question: Ford Ranger 5 speed manual. While running in
neutral, as I let out on the clutch, it starts making a rattling noise. When I push the clutch in, it
stops. Also it will go in all gears fine but when I start to take off, it will try to move but then
makes a loud popping sound and won't move. Previous to this it had started making a whining
sound when driving. What could be wrong? Answer: This could be a problem of worn or bad
countershaft bearings. Make sure you got enough oil. The rubber shift cover plugs tend to
shrink and leak, usually while the vehicle is moving. This could affect bearings and gears.
Question: I have a 98 Dodge Ram 4x4 nv Trans grinds into 2nd and 3rd. If I pause after pressing
in the clutch, it doesn't grind. Pedal seems a bit harder to press than normal. I changed the
fluid. It was not too dark but magnet had a fair amount of metal on it, looked silver for the most
part. Should I do a clutch before condemning synchros? Answer: It does sound like a syncro
issue, but it could be a linkage adjustment problem or slave cylinder issue as well. Question:
When I push on the accelerator and shift into gear, it makes a whiring sound when I drive.
Answer: If you can hear the noise in all gears while moving, but you don't hear it in neutral,
probably you got faulty output bearings. Question: I have a Nissan X-Trail , manual 4x4. When
reversing on a steep uphill road the gear pops out! What could the problem be? Answer: There
could be a problem with the synchro, but you'll need a good diagnostic from a shop. Question:
My Camaro is a V6 manual transmission but when the engine is running it will not shift into first.
But, if started in first the car creeps forward; I've been using second for now. What could the
issue be? Answer: This could be several things, cable in need of adjustment, leaking cylinder
hydraulic models , a linkage problem. Question: My Ford F is stuck in second gear, but the
shifter moves. Answer: The gearshift lever may be worn or broken, or there could be issues with
gear train components. I thought the battery was dead. Jumped it and started the engine. In first
gear, the car engine bumped over; the car leaped forward and then cut off. I tried 3 times. Put
the car in neutral, jumped it, and it started. But then it would not shift out of neutral. It had a
strong smell of burning rubber odor. What do you think is wrong? Answer: It seems like the
clutch is binding. The clutch disc probably got stuck. The strong burning rubber smell is
probably the clutch facing rubbing against the pressure plate and flywheel. This could happen
for several reasons: problems in the clutch linkage, warped clutch disc or pressure plate, loose
disc friction material, problems with the release lever, bad pedal adjustment, bad pilot bushing
or bearing. Question: I have a Saturn SC1 5sp. I have trouble engaging the first and second
gears, especially when the transmission is cold. What could be causing this? Answer: Usually,
incorrect grade gear oil would cause this kind of problem. But there could also be an issue with
the gear linkage being out of adjustment. Does This Camry have a repair kit for The early 90s
pickup do? At the shift linkage inside the car? Answer: Check the motor and transmission
mounts too. If you know for sure the linkage is the problem, search on line for the kit to get an
idea about costs and what's included with the kit. Question: I have a Nissan Xterra manual
transmission, and the clutch is not coming up as it's supposed to do. It is staying down and I
have to use my feet to put it in the right position to change gears. What can be happening?
Answer: Check first the linkage, if it looks OK, check for leaks at the master and slave cylinder.
Otherwise, there could be something wrong with the release assembly internally. Question:
What would be the cause? I was driving my Jeep Wrangler today when I pushed in the clutch to
shift gear, I heard a weird noise, then a clang. It slipped into neutral and would not go back into

gear, and a weird pinging noise while sitting in neutral at idle. It started kind of whining last
week when I would push in the clutch to change gears. Answer: Seems like the noise was
coming from low fluid. If heat built up enough, it might've caused gears damaged. Check first
how much fluid the transmission has. If you hear some grinding when trying to shift into gear,
probably the transmission is damaged. But you need a proper diagnostic before deciding on
any major repairs. Also, there could be a mechanical problem in the clutch assembly. I believe it
has to be one of the bearings. Have any ideas? Answer: This is usually caused by worn or
damaged synchro, gear teeth or bearings. Question: What causes a vehicle to roll back an inch
or two when you park on an incline and leave it in first? I once parked in second and the vehicle
rolled back several feet. Answer: If this was a slight incline and the vehicle started rolling, you
may have a slipping transmission or an engine that's losing compression. However, even
parking a car in gear in a steep incline, it may still roll. Question: My Toyota Camry has a
manual transmission. It grinds several times a day. It has popped out of gear one time. Is this
something simple to fix, or will it be expensive? Answer: First, make sure there's enough fluid.
There could be one of several problems like wear or damage to bearings, gear or synchronizer.
A bad synchronizer will make it pop out of gear. If you notice the noise is related to the pedal
operation, the problem could be in the clutch assembly. My transmission grinds when I put it in
reverse. I found out that before engaging reverse if I engage the 3rd gear and then the reverse,
the reverse it won't grind. Sometimes it's hard to engage the 1st gear whether it's cold or hot.
What should I do? Can the transmission fluid be the culprit? Answer: The clutch might be
dragging. Shifting into a higher gear before engaging reverse helps to stop reverse from
spinning. Usually this happens because the clutch is dragging. The clutch disc is spinning and
then you hear it grinding. Most of the time first and reverse don't use a synchronizer. If first has
a synchro, the selector ring and blocker ring have problems wear-damage aligning. Check the
hydraulic system for leaks or problems with the master and slave. This other post may help as
well:. Question: There is a clunking noise coming from the right side axle. And when I jack up
the car, put it in gear with the motor running only the left wheel turns. Answer: The CV joint the
part of the axle that slides into the splined hub on the wheel is probably busted. I only seem to
hear it in 1st and 2nd gear? Answer: If the sound is coming from the transmission, this could be
worn gear teeth. Unless there's some broken part rhythmical knocking sound type inside from
chipped or broken teeth. Question: I can switch gears, and it won't take off. When I press the
pedal in, all you can hear is a rubbing noise as if the clutch itself isn't catching and spinning
around. What do you think it could be? Answer: The clutch might be slipping. Set the parking
brake, disengage the clutch, shift into third gear and increase engine speed to about rpm.
Slowly release the clutch pedal until the clutch engages. The engine should stall. If not, the
clutch is slipping. The clutch linkage could be binding, clutch disc wear, or some other damage.
First, make sure there's enough fluid and check the linkage or cables depending on your
particular model and possible damaged transmission or engine mounts that can misaligned the
transmission. Also, there are several faults that may cause a transmission to get stuck in gear.
You may be looking at a:. You can shift into 2nd gear while going between 6 mph and 18 mph. If
that's the only gear making rough or bad sounds while shifting into gear, there could be a
synchronizer internal mechanical issue. You need to have the problem properly diagnosed. I
believe you are having a problem with the first gear synchronizer. The third gear meshes with
the input and output shafts to reverse the rotation of the first gear, and this is causing the
problem. If you haven't replaced the clutch in a few years, probably you are dealing with a
slipping clutch. Take a look at this other post, it may help:. My trans had awhining sound until i
found lowon fluid put fluid in ,now it slips out of gear no,3 sometimes, the whining is gone. The
problem could be in the linkage or shift rial assembly. Take a look at it and see if there's
something interfering with the linkage. The sifthrail may have a worn or plunger, broken spring,
or loose plug. Another possibility is a problem with the synchronizer sleeve or hub. But this
usually happen on high mileage vehicles or abused transmissions. I have a Nissan Versa I
wanted it upshift from 4th to 5th, but it wouldn't go into 5ft gear. It felt blocked. Usually the
noise comes from bad bearings: at the front, in the countershaft gear assembly, output shaft
pilot bearing. Worn gears can also become noisy in Neutral. For the endplay issue, you may
need to replace the shims. Check the specifications for your specific model. Hope this help.
There could be a problem with a countershaft bearing, a worn or loose bushing. Sometimes, a
faulty synchronizer assembly will cause this issue. Hi, I recently bought a dodge dakota 3.
Ibought all the bearings and new clutch set. Also installed new clutch master and slave cylinder,
but when it is in neutral makes a loud noise.. Idon't know what else to look! I also added 10w30
oil like says in the manual. I'll appreciate any help. It seems the clutch is dragging. The problem
could be with the hydraulic system or inside the transmission or a need of adjustment if
applicable. This other post may help:. My Ford Focus SE manual transmission shifter shifts

sloppy up and down without depressing clutch pedal. It will not shift left or right. This with the
car turned off. On startup, the car will move foward as I ease off the clutch without even moving
the shifter into gear. There could be a problem with the clutch master or slave cylinders seals.
Temperature may be affecting the seals and causing the fluid to circulate in the master cylinder.
Have chevy aveo5 manual trans Issue having is trans will shift fine for bout 5 minutes or so then
will go in gear but car wont move. Shifts in an out of gears fine but after warming up will not go
Nv with clutch pedal fully pressed and wheels off the ground goes into forward gears just fine
just wheels doing without fully into gear reverse on the the other hand grinds and will not go
into gear. Make sure the hydraulic system has enough fluid. Then check the slave cylinder and,
if necessary, bleed the system. This might the reason the clutch seems not to connect. New
clutch , pressure plate and everything else besides flywheel. Car running I put it into every gear
doesn't move. I was downshifting into first and I heard a pop and didn't wanna move anymore. I
opened up trans. No metal shavings nothing broken. It could be many things, but most common
worn sleeve teeth - blocker ring. If you were able to make it up the hill holding the shifter, I'd
check the shift linkage. It might need some adjustment. It started loosing drive gear connection
while driving up a hill. Could this be the synchronizer? I have a mazda cx7 2. Also, make sure
the shifter cover is not loose or something striking the shift linkage. Hi, I have a T Borg Warner
4 speed and twice within one day it slipped out of 3rd and in to neutral. When I next drove it
after a while it has started to get a rythmic knock in 3rd gear only, it's fine when clutch is in or in
any other gear. What do you think this could be? The gearbox was apparently totally rebuilt last
year by previous owner. I have replaced the mounts and changed the oil last month mounts had
worn causing drive shaft uni joint to brake. Check the linkage, there could be a mechanical
obstruction that is preventing you from shifting gears properly. Hello sir i have a elentra
hyundai model when i drive in 4 gear and i can change the gear into 5 gear but gear did not
change into 5 but it can comes in 3 and gear lever comes in the position of 3 and when i change
it into 6 gear lever comes in the 4 position gear i can change the clutch plate pressure plate and
the cluth barringplz help me. Several problems may cause this. For example, a broken gearshift
lever, worn or damaged gear; a countershaft gear input shaft with broken gear teeth; a problem
with the shift rail; a center detent plug missing or worn. The problem might be with the input
shaft roller bearings. Have the transmission properly diagnosed before doing any work on it. MY
car makes a terrible sound when on neutral and driving off on first gear. But when I press the
clutch the sound goes away what could be the problem. I think what you are hearing is the
gears grinding as you try to go into gear. It's possible the clutch is worn or out of adjustment.
Have the clutch system checked. Hopefully you'll just need to adjust it. I have a honda civic
turbo diesel manual and when changing gears it makes sense a horrible noise and I can't go
into reverse. Is it a probably a synchro issue. If everything was working fine up to the 5 miles,
check the hydraulic system, master cylinder, hydraulic line; air in the clutch line. If fixing the
play in the linkage fixed the issue, check the gearshift. Depending on the model, you may find a
offset lever nylon insert that could be worn, or a lever attachment nu loose. These mechanical
assemblies can give some trouble, including the shift rail, forks, and detent plugs after worn or
just because of simple damage. Hope it helps. There could be a problem with the shift rail,
gearshift lever or gearshift internal linkage, preventing to shift into 3rd and 4th gear.
Synchronizers may be too worn or some other mechanical wear or damage causing it to jump
into neutral. If you can hear the noise when in gear but not in neutral, it's possibly the problem
is with the output mainshaft , bearing. If you hear the noise while the car is running, clutch
engaged and in neutral, the problem might be the front input shaft bearing. Scan for trouble
codes, even if the check engine light doesn't come on. Some potential problems that might
cause this may come from the ignition switch, locking hubs, clutch coil, or the PCM. Jeep
wrangler 6speed manual trans. Wont go into gear with transfercase in 2wd or 4x4. But can shift
with transfercase in neutral. Any idea? This could be a faulty cable between the ignition and the
sifter. It's like a safety mechanism to make sure you have the transmission in Park when turning
the key to On or Run while depressing the brake pedal. You may have a problem with a control
solenoid. But you need to have the issue properly diagnosed before swapping components. I
put my car in park and heard a clunk then I went to put the car in park and it keeps moving
forward with a clicking noise. I also lost reverse after this happened. I tried again to put it in
park but it still keeps clicking. I have to put it in neutral and use the emergency brake to keep it
from moving. Is there a parking pin or a parking cable that could be causing this problem? Any
help would be greatly appreciated. Thank You. There could be a problem with the gearshift
mechanism, shift rail, fork, springs or detent plug. Other possibility is the clutch shaft or roller
bearings worn or damaged. I have a dodge Dakota 3. Make sure the motor mounts are good. But
this noise may be coming from the transmission. Hope I could be more specific. I'd check the
fluid first low or bad , but it seems first gear remains partially engaged when trying the shift into

second. That's where the grinding noise is coming from. The problem is with a worn or bad
synchronizer blocking ring. I have a BMW 1 series 6 speed manual. Sounds as if the clutch is
slipping, the linkage may need adjustment. All of a sudden the car seems to be over revving
when going from second to third gear Changing the oil could help, and the noise probably will
go away. However, worn bearings tend to make this kind of noise. An oil change won't hurt. If
the whining persists, you'll probably need a repair. But, if you can put up with the noise, you
can postpone the fix until it is absolutely necessary. I have noticed recently a whining noise
only in 5th gear of my Toyota Camry 4 cylinder. I am thinking that I need to change the gear oil
and I haven't done so but can this be the problem? These noises are hard to pint-point, but they
are usually associated with the main shaft bearing and worn out gears. Wish I could help you
more here. I have a F 6. The noise only happens when i'm accelerating. If i ease off the
accelerator to the point where I'm not pushing the truck, the noise stops. When i shift past 3rd
into 4th, no noise. I checked gearbox oil, gear splitter oil and diff fluid - all levels okay. Any
ideas would be much appreciated. Check the clutch linkage first. See if it needs adjustment. But
internal components may be too worn. Worn bearings and synchronizers can cause a gear to
jump out and make a gear hard to shift into. Worn clutch pilot bearing, shift forks, rails, springs
or detents. I was wondering if you could help me. I have a Ford Transit It pops out of 3rd gear
into neutral whilst making a grinding noise and it is becoming increasingly difficult to get into
2nd gear Thank you. But having both issues happening at the same time could narrow the
potential problems. Also, problems with the shift fork and shift rails may cause both of this
issues. I was hoping to narrow the field of possibilities down a bit. There could be several
reasons for this. Low fluid or using the wrong fluid is one possibility. But you may need to
adjust the clutch check your vehicle repair manual to check adjustment. See if the linkage
needs lubrication. Other potential problems include a worn clutch, shift linkage adjustment,
worn or loose shift fork, shafts, levers or detents. I have a 93 ford ranger 2. I was told it was low
or bad fluid. I'm thinking about the input shaft roller bearings. This bearings are the ones
operating in Neutral, but, as you mentioned, you already replaced those, if I understood
correctly. One thing I have to tell you is that when idling and neutral position if I push lever to
1st to 5th gear one by one without pushing pedal, so gear will not engage the sound become
lower. My Land cruiser manual transmission has whiring sound from gearbox when idling in
neutral position and the sound disappears when pushing clutch pedal. Everything works well
but the sound. All gears looks good condition. The transmission may have suffered excessive
wear from the lack of fluid, that wold explain the whining noise â€” worn out gear teeth. If you
hear the squeaking noise when depressing the pedal and the engine is running, this could be a
worn pilot bearing, or problems with the throw-out fork off pivot. I have a dodge dakota my
transmission was ran 6 months without fluid do to a idiot Tech when first got it it was fine about
6 months later is whines in all but 4 gear what could be the problem also about 2 months ago
my throw out bearing exploded so we replaced it and the slave cylinder and now about middle
of my peddle my clutch sqeeks. There are several causes for this. If the clutch pedal feels like it
has too much travel before it starts to engage, it may need adjustment. It can also be a worn
clutch, problem with the shift linkage needs lubrication or adjustment, binding. Other
possibilities: check the transmission oil level, loose or bad input shaft bearing retainer. I have a
03 ford ranger. I have a hard time shifting gears and there are times i cant even shift in gear. It
was probably the synchronizer not engaging properly when trying to shift gears. Once it
stopped spinning, you were able to get into gears. I floored my 96 Integra gsr today and there
was a loud band sound when shifting from 1st to 2nd. After, I could not get out of 2nd gear but
when I came to a complete stop, the car drove perfectly fine again. My Triton has abnormal
sound when in 5th gear.. What could be my issue? Broken gear 5th Usually, loose or damaged
engine or transmission mounts cause these type of clunking noises. Sometimes you can easily
inspect the mounts just by lifting and getting under the vehicle. I have a Dodge Dakota 5 speed
-shifts fine but starting from a stop in first gear, there is a clunk as i release the clutch it feels
like it is engaging the gear. I have a dodge dakota that whirls and is sometimes hard to shift but
not all the time, it pops out of gear sometimes as well. I put my truck into 4wd and as soon as I
started up a hill I heard a loud clanking sound it did it twice. Make sure you got the rigth slave
for the applicaton, and check the master cylinder. Usually both are replaced at the same time
when one goes. Make sure you don't have a leak, probably a seal. Bought son dodge dart w
6speed Manuel, C im told, installed new slave, whent to bleed and realized no fluid getting to
slave, just very small sauirts when you push pedal w hand, master is located near bottom of
wall, how do i get fluid through it to the slave?? College jyst started back, he really needs it.
God bless. It sounds like you are referring to an automatic tranny mention of putting the tranny
in "park". This article is about manual transmissions, however your problem sounds like either
a bad boost valve, broken sun shell, or band. There could be some problems damage? Other

then dissassembling the transmision for inspection, you may want to try drainig the oil and see
if there are any metal falkes that may indicate wear or damage to some gears. My car wont
change into gear at high rpm. I move the shifter into position but it wont engage the gear and
just stays in nuetral. When i drop back down to say below rpm i have no problem other than
second which takes a little while to come right. I have no problems while the car is in any gear
only while trying to shift. Car is a toyota caldina gt-t 4wd turbo. American auto manufacturers
were on a roll in the s. Designing was very competitive, and, through hot-rodding, engines and
horsepower increased dramatically. Thus, the American Muscle Car was born. Many people
purchasing RVs have no real camping experience, so RV campgrounds are being inundated
with requests for their people to do things that are the RV owner's responsibility. RV owners
need to learn how to perform their own site maintenance. Intake manifold leak diagnosis can be
tricky but you can use a few simple techniques to diagnose the problem. Don't let trouble code
P or P leave you without your ride and, worst of all, with an expensive repair bill later on. A
basic knowledge on the electronic fuel injection system eliminates the guesswork in the
calibration of LPG-powered cars. Here are eight simple tips to help give tires more traction in
the snow. Experienced RV campers know what they need to do to find a great campsite when
they travel. Motorcycle helmets are trendy items that reflect your personality. What type of
helmet do you want for yourself? Paying for air is annoying. Here is how you can find free air,
and also how to set your tire pressure for the best performance of your tires and your car. Is
jump starting bad for your car? You'd be surprised what you find out. What happens behind the
scenes will shock you. Learn the different signs of a bad alternator to make a faster diagnosis.
You can make some repairs using a few common tools. In , the East German government
released the horrible Trabant car on an unsuspecting Communist world. You don't need a lot of
money to start selling classic cars, you just need to buy the first car at a good price and then do
it again. If you're thinking of buying a classic VW Beetle, you need to know a few things
beforehand. Discover why the best bargain to be had is from someone who doesn't know he
wants to sell. Identifying the type of noise and when it happens can help you diagnose your
transmission problem. Auto Repair. DIY Auto Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving. Learning to Drive.
All-Terrain Vehicles. Commercial Vehicles. Automotive Industry. Automotive History. Related
Articles. By Jerry Fisher. By Don Bobbitt. By Dan Ferrell. By Victor Mangubat. By Linda Sarhan.
By Isabella. By John Dove. By electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By Mary Wickison. There was
no consideration given to comfort or style, because these trucks were simply designed to do a
job. That all changed when Ford introduced the Super Duty line in , and it's been sitting on top
of the sales heap ever since. Part of that success has to do with the drivetrains, which are
unbelievably capable. The 4-speed 4R and 5-speed 5RW were able to handle the monster torque
of the Power Stroke Diesel engine, while providing complete civility and impressive fuel
economy. But they aren't without their problems though, so let's look at some of the most
common Ford Super Duty transmission problems, and figure out what you can do about them.
Heat and vibration are the natural enemy of car parts, and they're the main cause of premature
solenoid failure on the Ford 4R transmission. These little plunger mechanisms route
pressurized ATF through the valve body to actuate a shift. Over time, the heat and vibration can
short out the wiring on a 4R solenoid, leading to delayed shifts, or no shift at all. To eliminate
this problem, every remanufactured 4R transmission from Street Smart Transmission receives
upgraded EPC solenoids and solenoid clips. These are much more resistant to heat and
vibrations, which can significantly extend the service life of your Ford F transmission or Ford F
transmission. Controlling hydraulic pressure is the key to creating a durable transmission.
Unfortunately, an OE design flaw in the accumulator pistons and snap ring can cause the 4R
forward clutch drum to fail prematurely. Leading to no forward gears, or severe slipping in 1st,
2nd, or 3rd gears. To solve this problem, each SST remanufactured 4R transmission gets
upgraded see: Stronger and accumulator pistons, a more robust spiral-lock snap ring, and a
staked retainer for the intermediate clutch. To address this problem, every SST remanufactured
5RW transmission features TIG welded pinion pins, which prevents the problem from occurring
in the first place. This pressure is created by the transmission pump, which has a tendency to
fail prematurely. If this happens, you'll experience a pronounced delay in forward and reverse
gear engagement, or the transmission could just "slam" into gear. To fix the problem, as well as
extend the service life of the pump, every remanufactured 5RW transmission from SST gets a
number of upgrades, including a fully remanufactured transmission pump with custom-spec
line bore bushings, a heavy duty pump recalibration kit, and a shift kit to reduce slipping. The
quickest way to fix your Ford SuperDuty transmission problems is to simply buy a used 4R
transmission or used 5RW transmission. These can be found at most junk yards, and they often
come with a day warranty. However, there's no way to determine the actual condition of the
internal components, so you could be spending a bunch of money to have the exact same

problems. Plus, that warranty only covers the transmission if it's defective, not the labor costs
that you'll have to pay. Another option would be a rebuilt 4R transmission or rebuilt 5RW
transmission. A local repair shop will remove your SuperDuty transmission, then install a bunch
of new parts. The problem here is, the skills and experience of each mechanic will vary widely
from shop to shop, so you could have problems from something that wasn't adjusted properly.
And the year warranty might only cover you at certain transmission repair shops, in a specific
geographical area. Many owners depend on their Ford F and Ford F to make a living and get
things done. Their gasoline and PowerStroke diesel engines are designed to go 's of thousands
of miles, so it makes sense to invest in a remanufactured 4R transmission or remanufactured
5RW transmission. Street Smart Transmission understands how important your time and money
are, which is why every Ford Super-Duty transmission that we build exceeds OE specifications.
It covers both parts and labor, and the coverage can be transferred if you sell the truck. So if
you're ready to get your truck back on the road, give us a call at Should you have any questions
or concerns about your Shift Select transmission, our Product Support Team is only a phone
call away. So what does a No Hassle Warranty really mean? When your transmission is installed
at a licensed repair facility:. Warehouse Shipping Locations. Ordering a Remanufactured
Transmission. PayPal Credit Financing Available. Dealer Quality. Lower Price. Why Buy Factory
Direct? Savings Calculator. Get A Transmission Estimate. Tech Guides. Reman Transmissions.
Reman Valve Bodies. Find Local Installer. Idlewild Ave Tampa, FL Fully Dyno Tested. Every
transmission shipped has been through a complete road simulation dyno test. Every
transmission is cold AND hot-tested before shipment to ensure quality. No up-front core
charges. Your mechanic installs your new transmission and places your old transmission core
into our reusable container. You let us know when your vehicle is done and we'll send a truck to
pick up the core free, within 24 hours. Fill out the form on our website to receive an e-mailed
estimate. We send an out-the-door price for a replacement remanufactured transmission
shipped free to your repair shop or installer. Torque Converters. Fully remanufactured torque
converter included. Converters are tested for leaks, lockup and balance. All upgrades exceed
OE requirements. I'd love to be emailed when a new, high quality document is available for my
Ford F My email address is:. By using this website, you automatically accept that we use
cookies. What for? Toggle navigation. Home Workshop Manuals Ford F It is a large, heavily built
pickup with heavy duty body-onframe steel ladder frames, axles, springs, brakes, transmissions
and powerful engines. These trucks are well known for their toughness and ruggedness.
Although a tough, rugger truck, it comes well-furnished inside with the most modern gadgets
usually found in sleek automobiles. The F super duty was also recently re-introduced in this
market after ten years. It is being marketed using the same engine as the Venezuelan F, but only
with a 6-speed automatic transmission, 4x2 or 4x4 wheel drive option in both single and double
cab configurations. Get notified for new files? We'll send you a quick email when a new Ford F
document is added. Ford F Workshop Manual. Ford F Owners Manual. Related Models. Ford
Official Website. Never miss out: Get notified when new Ford F documents are added. About
Manuals. Connect with us. Midwest Transmission Center can provide ZF-S Transmission rebuilt
units as well as parts and free technical assistance with your own transmission repairs. Ford
starting using the ZF-S in to utilized the SM was utilized between to , this transmission is rated
for lb-ft. The particular unit came in 2 different ratios wide and close ratio variations. The close
ratio edition is utilized in F-Series trucks using a 7. This transmission features an lightweight
aluminum case having an integral bell housing. The ZF transmission used with the 7. Rebuilt
Manual ZF-S Transmission can be purchased from Midwest Transmission Center, we can easily
also provide rebuild overhaul kits and hard-parts, inquire about our great take out parts , used
let us help save you some money! Five of the extremely common problems in ZF-S manual
transmission failures tend to be :. You should also examine the bearing between your input and
main shaft. Rough and excessive wear on the rear bearing on the output shaft. Noise can even
be caused by substantial use of needle bearings under main-shaft gears. Hard to get to get into
gear ZF-S 1st, 2nd and reverse might be attributed to failing clutch. Grinding going into gear
ZF-S Syncro ring or slider wear, excessive bearing wear allowing shafts to move away from
design boundaries. An additional common problem is excessively worn shift housing or shifter,
each of which can replace by re-manufactured components by Midwest Transmission Ce
02 tacoma headlights
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nter. Popping out of gear ZF-S May be brought on by worn syncro slider and or perhaps shift
lever maladjusted. Worn input bearing as well as shift shaft. Will not shift through gear to gear
ZF-S This issue may be brought on by the examples below : Shift fork pads missing or with

abnormal wear, damaged fork or slider grooved. At the very first sign of vibration we suggest
that you have the driveline high-speed balanced. Malfunction of your dual mass flywheel can
also crack the actual bell housing portion of the case. This is an example of a widget area that
you can place text to describe a product or service. You can also use other WordPress widgets
such as recent posts, recent comments, a tag cloud or more. About Contact Us Blog Cart 0.
Midwest Transmission Center, Inc. Toll Free Free Technical Support. Ford 5 Spd Man. Footer 4
Widget This is an example of a widget area that you can place text to describe a product or
service. All Rights Reserved. Designed and Managed by: Webbing Soul.

